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Digital Commons:
Supporting You on the Front Lines
Presentation Title |
• Your work on the front lines of COVID-19 









• We’ve seen you respond at record speed to a rapidly a changing situation
• You are generating high impact with creative solutions
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On the front lines, maximum efficiency is necessary.
Speed + Impact = Efficiency
Presentation Title |
How have we seen you working with amazing 
efficiency during this time?
• Getting relevant research out
• Moving cancelled activities online
• Capturing history as it happens
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Getting Relevant Research Out
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Getting relevant research out
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Moving cancelled activities online
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Moving cancelled activities online
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Moving cancelled activities online
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Capturing History As It Happens
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Capturing history as it happens
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Capturing history as it happens
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Our work to support you
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The bepress Product team:
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How are we supporting you on the front lines so 
you can do your job more efficiently?
• Increasing speed of ingestion
• Increasing utility of content
• Increasing array of impact metrics






Increasing speed of ingestion:
Harvesting
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Identifying and adding faculty works is complicated and time-consuming.
Identification of right 
works
Getting the right 
full-text
Putting the works into 
the IR
500
Avg number of faculty publications per 
year per DC customer
Avg number of minutes it takes to add one 
faculty publication to the IR
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How can we increase efficiency?
IN DEVELOPMENT!
Presentation Title |
More APIs are in development IN DEVELOPMENT!
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Sources for further exploration:
IN EXPLORATION
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Increasing utility of content: 
APIs
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No one wants to enter data more than once.
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How can we increase efficiency?
IN DEVELOPMENT!
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Destinations for further exploration:
IN EXPLORATION
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Increasing array of impact metrics: 
PlumX integration with dashboards
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Valuable metrics are scattered
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How can we increase efficiency? IN DEVELOPMENT!
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Increasing access to publishing tools: 
Time-saving integrations
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More journals need to professionalize more quickly




Integrate with new workflow tools
IN EXPLORATION
How can we increase efficiency?
Integrate with reviewer finder tools















• Participate in research and beta testing
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